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A community grows and thrives only when there are
individuals who give part of themselves to that
community. For a community is more than a simple
collection of people. It is a group of persons committed to
the same ideals, hopes, and accomplishements.
In recoginition of all the ideals, hopes, and
accomplishments that he has brought to Santa Clara, and
especially in gratitude for the gift of his personal
commitment to the University, the 1973 Redwood is
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. the search for
answers to questions
that man has asked
for centuries.
F irst, we encourage a
Santa Clara tradition - to
learn more about yourself
as a person. This means the
search for answers to ques-
tions man has asked for
centuries - who am I;
where am I going, what is




communication - a profi-
ciency which we think
should be the mark of an
educated person - learning
mm
to listen, to speak, to
'write, and for engineers to
sketch physical layouts.
[Knowing how to find new
information is a big part of
this need.
And then more speci-
fically for engineers, how
,to isolate problems and
create solutions - engin-
eering design. There are
many alternate ways to ac-
complish a goal - like cross-
ing a river, or reaching the
jmoon. The preferred al-
ternate depends on fre-
quency of use, costs,
safety, comfort, reliability
to mention a few.
I know it is some-
times difficult to match
these goals with the
courses in which you are
enrolled at the Univer-
sity, but if you look
closeiy, ther is a connec-
tion.
ROBERT PARDEN
Dean, School of Engineering
L
'.
. . the knowledge of how
man can change nature,
and the wisdom of how
to do so with foresight
and compassion. 9
ft very long time
ago man began to use the
resources of nature to
make a better life. In a
sense he has been extra-
ordinarily successful. But
in his success, he has
often left* cruel wounds
on the earth, and in her
skies. I think that the
School of Engineering of-
fers to young men and
women the knowledge of
how man can change na-
ture, and the wisdom of
how to do so with fore-
sight and with compas-
passion for our neigh-
bors. What can Santa
Clara offer to any of its
engineers? Only that
which it offers to any of
its students - as Somerset
Maugham has put it,
"you want knowledge
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I n answer to
your question, "Why are
you part of the School of
Business?" I would an-
swer by stating that be-
cause of a wide back-
ground which I had as a
young man and as a stu-
dent going through school,
I found that the challenges
of a career training young
men and women who
wished to make a signifi-
cant contribution to soci-
ety appealed to me.
It is my opinion that
individuals who decide on
business as a career will
find that it offers a wide
range of opportunities for
personal development and
achievement even though
they may posess different
aptitudes, interests, and
abilities. It provides stimu-
lating ways to make a
contribution to the public
good, because business
enters into almost every
facet of modern life. To-
day's business executive is
in a unique position to
initiate and carry out
constructive measures
benefiting both his com-
munity and his country.
His role is a dynamic one
in society, and what he
does, for good or evil,
vitally affects his fellow
citizen's well-being.
As a result, because
of the great opportunities
which exist, and the need
for the kind of education
which my colleagues and
I envisioned, I wanted to
be a part in training indi-
viduals who would'enter
business blessed with
sound principles and high





I wanted to be a part
in training individuals
who would enter business
blessed with sound principles
and high moral and
ethical standards/
l^fell, first of all, I'm
here because Santa Clara
is one of the best Business
Schools on the West
coast. At both the gradu-
ate and undergraduate le-
vels, we have very out-
standing students. Beyond
that, at the undergraduate
level I'm interested in the
close personal contact
that Santa Clara's small
size allows and encour-
ages. And I'm very in-
terested in teaching in a
place where I can have
good relations with my
students.
And the reason I'm
in business teaching in
particular is that Business
is what everything is
really all about. Other dis-
ciplines are certainly very
important but you have
to apply what you learn
in those disciplines, and







are certainly very important
but you have to apply
what you learn
'I wanted to be
trained to do a job and yet,
not end up a narrow J
specialist. Santa Clara
j
helps me be an accountant
and also helps me
be a human being/
Ueing in the School And I came to Santa
of Business at Santa Clara Clara to gain the skills tc
means tht I believe in do an accountant's job as
professional training in a well as I can."
liberal arts atmosphere. I
wanted to be trained to
do a job, and yet not end
up a narrow specialist.
Santa Clara helps me be
an accountant and helps
me be a human being,
too. I think that if you
spend the vast majority
of your lite working, you
should spend it in a field
you want and you should
do it as well as you can.
BOBORTALDA
Accounting Major
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kind of thing - both
students and faculty
with whom I have
some
common ground."
DEAN JOHN B. DRAHMANN
I he College of Sci-
ence is where I pursue my
work. It is where I teach
and involve myself in
Psychology. It is a com-
munity kind of thing -- a
group of people -- both
students and faculty with
whom I have some kind of
common ground. We have
some basic committment
to the detached, objective
pursuit of understanding
whether it be be of the
nature of the physical
environment or of human
nature.
i enjoy my involve-
ments in the College of
Science, it is a very ^me^
sort of place. I really be-
lieve that the scientific
approach to problems of
children growing up (this is
my field) has the most to
offer in the way of making
a better world for them in
which they can fulfill
themselves and become




|he College of Sci-
ences . . . hmmm ... I
can think of three words




lightening. The most ex-
citing thing about it is
that it deals with areas
that are dynamic; know-
ledge in the sciences
grows every day. It seems
like it is always reaching
into the future. The scope
of the College of Sciences
is huge -- the diversity of
the various majors is
amazing! They touch on
all aspects of life. As part
of the college, you are
exposed to one o'r two
areas in depth, and to
others only to learn gen-
eral principles. Hopefully,
you can integrate all of
them into a meaningful
understanding of life and
its processes. And for
those of us who are curi-
ous about why things are
the way they are, the
College of Sciences offers
us the whys and hows.
CHERYL BOYNTON
Biology Major
The most exciting thing
about it is that it deals
with areas that are dynamic-
knowledge in the sciences
grows every day.'
/ \ s an academic unit
of the University, it serves
students who are interested
in two rather diverse areas:
the physical and natural
sciences and mathematics
and the behavioral sci-
ences. It provides for a
dimension of life.
It is an administrative
unit which, with its cre-
ative and functional man-
agement allows the de-
partments to develop and
maintain a high level of]
autonomy and initiative.




awareness of. ..the human
dimension of life.
unique combination of in-
terests in that it brings
together the challenges of
the "hard sciences" and
the human components of
living, stressing the inter-
dependence and the re-
latedness of the two areas.
It is a community of
scholars which offers its
members a chance for
continuous interdisci-
plinary reflection in order
to broaden their perspec-
tives and create an added
awareness of the relation-
ships between the physi-
cal world and the human
Th6 inter-departmental co-
operation and involvement,
the exclusive concern with
undergraduate education
and the close ties whicn
one is able to develop with
students and staff makes it
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that can be answered in
two ways. Since I have
always considered litera-
ture my favorite aca-
demic subject and one
which I have always in-
tended to teach or pro-
fess, I could hardly be a
part of any other college
or school, Business, Engi-
neering, or Sciences. On
the practical level, then, I
am in the College of Hu-
manities because I de-
cided as long ago as 1938
that I wanted to teach
English literature.
If your question im-
plies an apologia for the
humanities, I can offer an
answer on that level too.
I believe in the value of a
humane education. The
world is in its present
sorry state, I am sure,
because it is largely con-
trolled (dominate \ by
scientists, technologists,
and economists who all
too often place effi-
ciency, material progress,




'The humanities, I believe,
teach one the value
of the human person
as an image of
his Creator...
9
ities", I believe, teach one
the value of the human
person as an image of his
Creator. Only by teaching
this value can I make my
contribution to the world
as a priest who is also an
educator.
JOHN GREY, S.J.
Dean, College of Humanities
X^o dust off in a hundred and fifty words, the
answer to: 'Why are you a part of the College of
Humanities? you must '...borrow me Gargantua's
mouth.' (cf. Shakespeare and Rabelais.) But here's an
attempt, in telegraphic prose.
I love to teach. Yet, I agree that, 'No man can
teach another, he can only show him how to learn.'
(cf. Augustine.)
I love this campus, (cf. the oh-so special 'guys|
and dolls.')
€I love to teach ... I love my
fine colleagues ... I love the
opportunity ofpursuing
and sharing knowledge of
The Man I love.
'
I love my fine colleagues, erudite and dedicated,
(cf. the SJ's with their tradition in education seldom
equalled and practically never topped; completely
divergent, e.g, the Greek Scholar muttering in his
non-beard to the Lobbyist, on leave, in Washington,
D.C., working for the Farm Laborers.)
I love the Humanities becasue this discipline is
the road map to living and to "making a living."
Literature, a way of "getting to know you" --
vicariously from Falstaff to Quentin. (cf. Shakespeare
and Faulkner)
History, knowing what to expect since it repeats
itself, (cf. Sorokin)
Religious Studies and Philosophy, the Noverim
Te; Noverim me, route.
Fine Arts, bringing beauty into the world, (cf.
your own creative spirit)
Last, I love the opportunity of pursuing and
sharing knowledge of The Man I love.
SR. MARY LOUISE BEUTNER, English Professor
CJU ell > ' Sot the
idea that I wanted to
study in an area that dealt
with people's emotions
and feelings, rather than
studying about how to
run a business, or study-
ing the scientific aspects
of man. And somehow, I
associated the College of
Humanities with people's
feelings, with being
"human." I quickly found
out that the people in the
College of Humanities
were not necessarily more
"human" than the people
in any other college.
I tend to depend on
feelings and emotions
rather than logic, and Hu-
manities was the College
that I thought I could
work best in. Four years
in the College have shown
me that an institutional
structure like the college
has nothing-in itself to do
with feelings, emotions,
or warmth. These things
depend on people and
how these people deal




'Four years in the College
of Humanities have shown
me that an institutional
structure like the college
itself has nothing itself
to do with feelings,
emotion, or warmth/
.:,.
TERRANCE NETTER STEPHEN SCHULTZ PAUL KOS
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Yolanda Baldovinos Business Administration
Thomas Barashas Political Science





Jane Bauman General Humanities





Stephen Biggs Civil Engineering
Nancy Bilicich Political Science
Joe Billion : Business
William Biniek Accounting
Glenn Bjorkquist Mechanical Engineering
James Black Business



















Gregory Caput Political Science




Jose Castillo Mechanical Engineering
















Paul Conrado Mechanical Engineering
Rita Cortez Religious Studies
Cathleen Costa Sociology
Michael Costello Sociology
Kathry n Cotariu Business









Vilma De Lima French
Thomas De Natale ... Electrical Engineering
Louis De Paoli History
James Devany Business




















Shirley Fedele Polital Science
Toni Felice Political Science
Silvia Felix Psychology
Barbara Ferber Mathematics
Angel Fields Theatre Arts
Robert Finocchio Economics
John Fiore Political Science
Russel Fisichella Sociology
Denise Flaherty Psychology






























































John Green Mechanical Engineering
Kerry Greene History
David Grelner Political Science
Kathleen Griffin History
Dean Guanell Civil Engineering
Bernard Gugglemo Biology




























David Kober . .
Madeline Koch .
Michael Kohl ..


































































Joseph Mackey, Jr Civil Engineering
Margaret Manning Studio Arts




Dan Masdeo Electrical Engineering













Jeffry Miller Electrical Engineering












Barbara Murray Theatre Arts




Steven Radigan Civil Engineering
Linda Raefield English
Thomas Randazzo Business
Robert Reeks Political Science
















Allen Rudolph Political Science









Rodney Nelson Electrical Engineering
J ulie Nelson Spanish
Kathleen Niles Religious Studies
Viola Nolden English
Andrea Nurre English
Anthony Nisich Civil Engineering I
o
Elzie Odom, Jr Philosophy
Terry Oldana English
MMargarett O Reilly English
Robert Ortalda Accounting
























Paul Schmuck '. Economics
Karenn Schwinger English














Andrew Soule Mechanical Engineering












Craig Swenson Mechanical Engineering
Edward Vargas Business
Brenda Viehweger Biology













Robert Wilson Electrical Engineering
Gretchen Wilson Sociology
Thomas Wogatzke English
Douglas Wozny Civil Engineering















Hemant Thapar Electrical Engineering
Steven Thurman Civil Engineering
Mark Tomberlin Accounting
Monty Toscano Business

















BART opens ... Attica ex-
plodes ... Munich Olympics
stained with Israeli blood ...
Godspell plays on in San
Francisco ... Asians expelledfrom
Uganda
H o pal o ng
Cassidy (William Boyd) dies ...
Southern Cal dominates foot-
ball polls ... Richard Nixon






Cincinati Reds in seven games
. . Juan Corona convicted of
25 counts of murder ... Gol-
den Gate National Recreation
Area created ... U.S. beats
Romania to retain Davis
Cup ... Denver votes
not to host 1976 Winter
Olympics ... Poet Erza Pound
dies ... Obscenity, Marajuana,
and Farm Labor initiatives f


























... Henry Kissinger com-
mutes between Paris and
Washington in search of dn
end
... Movie debuts made













list dominated by "'-I'm- t
You*re Ok"(seemii
ever), "August 191




Seven administrators fired by University
President Thomas Terry for "clear and
obvious defiance," setting off picketing by
BSU and El Frente members at orientation . .
Swig apartment of Joe DeBriyn,
administrative assistant to the Dean of
Students is fire bombed
. . . New housing
New postcard picture perfect plastic plated meal cards




lease nullified after large numbers of students g£
refuse to sign agreement, others plan to file
law suit . . .Orientation takes on greater
academic, less party-time atmosphere with
more counseling and no early morning dances
. . . Jay Miller, executive director of Northern
California's American Civil Liberites Union
tells students to "rely on your own organizing
power" to win needed changes at university . .
Fromer SC student Betsy Kovacevich named
acting assistant Dean of Students . . Twenty
new teachers join faculty . . . Wynn Bullock
showing opens in DeSaisset Gallery . . . Ceaser
Chavez speaks in Kennedy Mall, urging
university to submit conflict with Chicano
students to arbitration . . .Santa Clara
students see Presidential candiates Nixon and
McGovern in San Francisco . . . Pickets crowd
into a university office for the first time, as
students confront Dean of Students Steven
E
Olivo in his Benson office, vowing to fight
until Olivo "is fired" . . . Dorm Council
elected . . . Smaller ASUSC Senate elected in
a three stage election after ballots are stolen
in initial contest . . .
Rain, Rain, go away, bother George some other day:
students finally get a glimpse of candidate McGoverrM















On a cold, grey September
afternoon, farm labor leader Ce-
sar Chavez came to Kennedy
Mall to urge the defeat of Propo-
sition 22, the farm labor ini-
tiative charging that the signa-
tures for the Proposition were
obtained "by fraud", that the
Proposition would take away the
only weapon of organized labor
-
the strike - and that the Proposi-
tion would not - and could not












When students returned to
schooIV'TO "find the campus in




and the absence of any experi-
enced perscnel in the housing
-office, there were more than a
few rumblings. Many of the rum-
blings - especially those about
*the soon-to-be-defunct housing
lease, were quieted at an open
meeting with University Presi-
dent Thomas Terry, Vice Presi-
dents William Perkins and James





Despite the precise even-
ts of their 4-4-1 record, the
1 972 football Bronco's season
vas characterized by a "lack
)f overall consistency all sea-
,on", according to head coach
5
at Malley. Opening the sea-
ion with a disappointing loss
;o rival San Jose State, the
Broncos came back to defeat
Sacramento State, Oregon Col-
ege, University of Nevada at
Las Vegas (in a rain drenched
lomecoming game), and Port-
and State, while tying UC Da-
/is and suffering losses to
Humboldt, a tough Southeast-
ern Louisiana team, and the
University of Nevada at Reno.
Among the standouts for
the year were Clyde LeBaron,
Most Valuable player, Kevin
Tooney, Most Valuable Back,
and Bill IMcPerson, Top Line-
man.
"We suffered an overall lack
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After ten weeks of gruelling practice in
the dark at 6 a.m. in the rain, freezing
temperatures and hundreds of miles in
sprints; after practicing in the mud, in
restricted space because of powderpuff
football games; after numerous injuries and
innumerable other inconveniences both large
and small; after all this a young Bronco
soccer team and first year coach David
Chaplik still managed a satisfying season that
included victories over top rated UC
Berkeley and UC Davis, and a tough one goal
loss to nationally ranked San Jose State.
Standouts for the young team included
Sophomore back Mark Gemello, Kevin
Duggan, Vic Vasquez, and Mike Mastiocola.
Fight over funds flattens Fall Festival
. . . Plans for new Student activities center
unveiled, with construction "scheduled" to
begin before Christmas . . . Dr. Daniel
Callahan, director of the Institutes of
Society, Ethics and Life sciences speaks on
Man's growing ability to control life ... El
Frente forum on the state of the University
draws ten students
. . . Presidential
Counselor Robert Finch campaigns for
President Nixon in Benson Cafeteria
Six Chicano students brought before Board
of Student Conduct for conducting a
"disruptive sit-in" after the six are arrested
for refusing to leave Father Terry's office .
Gallery openings continue to provide
entertainment, fun and education for students.
Shown above is a wood carving from an early October
sfiow.
ASUSC election campaigns continue to spark |
avid student interest. tjj
•mmmMV****
. . State Senator Alan Gregorio speaks on
the value of practical politics
. . . Dr.
Uvaldo Palomares, a specialist in Chicano
psychology and education, talks on the
problems of bilingualism for young
childfen . . . Friday-the-13th-Holloween
-Homecoming Masquerade Ball is howling
success . . . ASUSC Tressurer Bill Bosque
challenges constitutionality of fall quarter
budget . . . American Association ofor
Abolition of Involuntary Mental
Hospitalization meets on campus . . .
Powderpuff games delayed by rain, rain
and more rain
. . . Students picket
Farimont Hotel home of SCU'S Borad of
Trustees Chairman Ben Swig . . . Academic
Vice President James Albertson's Master
Plan for the University unveiled to a
barrage of faculty criticism
.Congressional and state legislature
candidates meet in debate on campus . . .
12th annual St. Jude competition opens in
DeSaisset with 17 video tape presentations
. . .
Music major proposal moves through


































































It all started quietly enough.
In an effort to economize the operation of
Student Services, Dean of Students Stephen
Olivo, S.J., formed a secretarial pool to serve the
various offices on second floor Benson - among
them the offices of the Chicano student advisor,
the Black student advisor, and the Housing
Office. But the reaction of many of those
involved was that the pool would not and could
not meet the special needs of those involved.
And they were ready to fight over the issue.
By the time the dust finally settled, seven
Administrators had been fired by University
President Thomas Terry for "clear and simple
defiance", police had been called on campus for
the first time in the 122 year history of the
University
,
more than 40 people had been
arrested, the chairman of the Board of Trustees
had been insulted to his face as a "racist pig",
and Father Olivo, around whom these events
swirled for more than three months, had resi-
gned.
And while the charges and counter-charges
flew, while the pickets carried their signs, and
while the Board of Student Conduct met repeat-
edly - and under the most trying conditions - the
overriding issue, the root of the problem, could
only be discussed in the vaguest of terms: was
the University backing off from ^'commitment
to minority education", or was it not.
To many of the students of El Frente, the
answer was obvious: Santa Clara was a racist
institution that had to "change or die". And
most of their fear, distrust, and hatred came to
be focused on Father Olivo. To Father Terry
and other top Administrators, it was equally
obvious that Santa Clara was fulfilling its obliga-
tions to minority students and that the "c-
onfrontation tactics" of a few students were













Chicano protest continues to build as Ben Swig is
verbally abused when he visits campus, and
students again push their way into Father Terry's
private office
. . . Faculty Senate elects Fr. Paul
Goda as its President . . .Liturgical dance
program gets $10,000 grant . . ."A Servant of
Two Masters" opens at Lifeboat Theatre . . . Ms.
Sheila de Chazal, active member of Britain's
Conservative party gives the British view of the
events in Northern Ireland . . . Board of
Constitutional Review overturns ASUSC budget
as unconstitutional, leaving student organizations
with no way to gain access to funds . . . Student
exhibit opens in WOOM gallery . . .Women's
swim team hosts Swimathon to raise funds for
trip to National Swimming championship . . .
Forty one students seek co-defendant status in
Board of Student conduct haering for two
7T
4r
OCSA threw down the gauntlet and gallantly
challenged other Bay Area schools to come fling
their frisbees for fun and prizes.
Student Art Show opens in Woom Gallery.
students accused of forcing their way into Father
Terry's Office . . .Irish civil rights activist Seamus
O'Tuathail lectures on the conflict in Ireland . . .
Parietal hours extended to 2 A.M. after poll
shows 85% of residents favor full 24 hour
visitation rules . . . ASUSC Senate demands
action on former Vice President for Student
Services Mark Ferber's dorm report . . .
University Community Council begins
investigation of Father Albertson's Master Plan .
. . Annual footbal game to raise funds for charity
cancelled after 2 students killed on campus of
scheduled opponenet Southern University . . .
Father Terry rejects open visitation hours
proposal . . . SCU TV completes public service






"Flood the lines of radio and TV
,
talk shows, demonstrate, inform
yourself, and for Gods sake vote." ]
JANE FONDA
More than 1000 people
jammed into Benson Center to
hear actress - anti- war activist
jane Fonda blast the American
participation in the Vietnam War
and the Nixon Administration's
continuance of that participa-
tion; and call for the election of
George McGovern as President
of the United States.
In a speech filled with char-
ges of massacre, torture, and her-
oin dealing the part of the
South Vietnamese government
and hosannas of praise for the
courage, nobility, and essential
peace-loving nature of the North
Vietnamese, Ms. Fonda made an
emotional appeal to the audi-
ence to flood Washington with
calls and letters demanding that
the Nixon Administration sign
the North Vietnamese announ-


























The Oakland Cathedral choir returned
for the second straight year to add a little
music, joy, and love (along with a few









































I b devut in Las
.. Violence contin-
ues in Northern Ireland
... Jane Fonda marries
Tom Haydan ... Deep
throat packs movie hou-
iEm
ses ac-

















































nam truce is made ... Ge-
orge Froeman KO's Joe
Frazier to take world he-
avyweight boxing cham-
pionship ... Prisoners of
war
begin
to arrive home from Nor-




tive branch with three su-
per departments ... Amer-
ican ambassador to Su-
dan killed by black Sept-
ember terrorists ... Water-
ends on January 27,
1973, after more than 15
years and the loss of two














gate begins to break open
... Indians take over town
of Wounded Knee, South
Dakota, to protest gover-
nment policies ... Ameri-
c a n Base-
b a I I Lea-
gue adopts designated
pinch hitter rule ... Food


















It's over; everybody says so. His exel-
lency the bishop has proclaimed that the church
bells be rung as the papers are signed, and called
for "Te Deums" to be sung.
Peace! what a curious, almost foriegn
concept to us. Peace is here~for the first time in
my active memory, we will be at peace. This
end of all ends, so striven for, so fugitive, so
very far away for so very long, is come.
For myself, I cannot find it in my heart
to rejoice in the streets as those in simpler, less
questioning times were able to do. This blessed
light of peace, so long at the other end of the
tunnel, is finally upon us, and, like those con-
fined in Plato's cave, I am unable to compre-
hend the true light when at last I am allowed to
stand in it. We've lived for a decade as a nation
dwelling in the shadows of deception and false
hopes; we have become so used to that shadow
world-indeed, my generation has grown up
knowing no other-that when the true light
finally dawns, we are unable to comprehend its
brightness or even accept its com-
ing. We are dubious, cynical, or,
worst of all, uncaring.
We did not want to become
hardened at such an early age;
such bitterness as we have grown
up with is usually the province of
the old, whose lives have already
passed by. Perhaps that is the
greatest personal tragedy of our
times: the age of "innonce" has
been deprived us, and it is
unlikely that there can or will be
other such ages for those who come after us.
Thus we are reluctant -- if not unable - to
wholly trust our lives to those in positions of
authority; too many lies have been told, too
many false lights at the ends of non-existent
tunnels have been promised. "Credibility gap"
is no longer a figure of speech, but an accepted




Such an acceptence explains the lack ofrp
jubilation at the end of the War; although*
intellectually we can understand the difficulty™
of the negotiations and the pains that those in
power must have felt over the past ten years, weffc
are hesitant to sing our joy too loudly, lest our
song be silenced, having only begun. Peace, so[f
earnestly prayed for and sought after
,
has been
"around the corner", "at the end of the tun-IE
nel", and "at hand" too many times.
Where are we to go from here, then, and'"
what lessons are we to learn from the past
agonies? With every good hope, we must go
blinking into this unaccostomed light: we, who
have sought it so long, must reach the meaning
of peace to those who do not or cannot under-™
stand it. If hardness conquers our hearts, then
our work and suffering and longing is utterlyw
invalid and hypocritical; we become like those
we have so long sought to soften. If we con-JJ
tinue in bitterness, we will surely forget the
ponderous responsibilities we have assumed toH
change and make over our world. Tentatively at
first but with growing faith and confidence, wel
must learn to trust.
_
In a country which is torn and bleeding,
there must be some magnaminnity, some giving, mm
some loving to bind gaping wounds. In a coun-
try which has forgotten what peace is, there*
must be some who will show the way to a true
peace-which is infinitely greater and all toge-J
ther different than the cessation of armed
hostilities. In a country which has for so longB;
put its conscience aside, there must be some to
seek and find that sense of right. In a countryB
which has lost its soul, there must be some who
are willing to bring it back from captivity. *
It only takes a few young daring spirits
to change the world, to bring us into the light.™





'The business of a college students








Rambling over a wide variety of sub-
jects - from the architecture of the Trans-
america Pyramid to the validity of the
death penalty - San Francisco's Mayor
Joseph Alioto urged his college - student
listeners to be concerned first with their
own education.
"All of us in public life who have
dealt with students over a long period of
time", noted the Mayor, "have borrowed
that certain impatience that students have
with injustice. But there will always be
problems, so you fight problems. But right
now don't get involved with affairs of
relatively little importance that will be


























Despite a spate of shows over the previous
two years that included old potatoes, old shoes,
defecating chickens, and piles of flour topped
with candles, few SC gallery goers were prepared
for the "total environment" show that was
presented in early January. With one whole
section of the Gallery given over to the show, the
artists filled it with trees, bushes and railings,
then completed their "forest" with assorted pigs,
mice, chickens, roosters, and rabbits. And to
provide a memorable record of the event, it was
all filmed on video tape.
The opening coincided with the partial
completion of the Santa Clara mission exhibit
being developed by the History Department
professor Steve Gelber and several of his
students. The mission exhibit included Old
Indian and early mission artifacts and photos and





TVince Guaraldi returns for the second straight yearto delight a packed house in Pipestage.
... Dunne Hall selected for an open visisation
hours study, a study that is subsequently
delayed, then cancelled ... Benefit dance
sponsored by International club for victims of
Nicaragua earthquake ... Tuition raised for the m^
fifth straight year ... Charles Garry, defense
attorney for Black Panther Bobby Seale ^
speaks on criminal justice ... Owl sponsors
poetry-reading tribute to Erza Pound ... |2~
ASUSC Senate sparks controversy with loan
to an individual student ... Faculty salaries C
frozen, with raises depandant on Fall
^^
enrollment ... Chicano cultural program held
™
in Nobili ... Recording star Alice Stuart plays ^-
in Pipestage ... Freshman class elections held
... Findings of Community Council Task c^
Forces released to University ... ASUSC
Senate votes itself a dinner, finds itself jri
accused of wasting money for its own glory,
gets itself a culprit (the ASUSC Social Vice El
President), and cancels itself a dinner ... Plans
presented for living-learning dorm ... E2
Recruitment of new students is prime topic
for discussion at meeting of Alumni t!
Association Board of Directors ... r_
Father Stephen Olivo resigns as Dean of
Students and is replaced by history professor
George Giacomini . . . Jesuits vote
unanimously to cancel the proposal for a new
Jesuit residence ... Newly renovated Studio
theatre is site for a production of "Under
Milkwood"
... Construction of Activities
Center still delayed by legal confusion over
responsibility for air support roof ... City of
Santa Clara commissions history professor
Steven Gelber to research the history of the
city
... Six part series on Human sexuality
opens with lecture on individual responsibility
Historian George Giacomini left the safe confines
of O'Connor for the harried life of second floor
Benson as he became the third head of Student
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u You are fooling the
average person when
you talk about crime
on the streets.
The keepers of jails
are creating
the criminals.''
U.S. prisons are "universities of higher
education in crime" according to former Team-
ster president and ex-convict Jimmy Hoffa.
After spending 58 months in prison for
fraud and jury tampering, Hoffa accused the
U.S. penal system of "creating criminals." He
decried the conditions of dehumanization and
lack of classification of prisoners, saying "you
are fooling the average person when you talk
about crime on the streets. The keepers of jails
are creating the criminals".
"You cannot take thousands of prisoners,
shuffle them without regard to background and
education, and not get trouble."
Hoffa also felt that the courts should not
"junk the broad concept of capital punish-
ment.." Some people, he insisted, are imcompat-
ible with society. They are as "vicious as animals









N/ladimir Bykov, first secretary of the Soviet
Embassy in Washington spends a week on
campus . . . "Is this black enough for you?"
A
black cultural program brings artists, poets,
dancers, musicians and speakers to campus . . .
Dunne Dorm Proposal postponed ... Dr. Will
Herberg speaks on "Social Change, Revolution
and the Policy of Benign Neglect"
. .
. Brendon
O'Reagan talks about psychic phenomenon . . .
Encounter Theatre returns to Pipestage . . .
Luther Tucker gives concert . . . Financial Vice
President Marc Callan leaves University . . .The
Deadwood returns . . . Annex to Heafey Law
Library completed . . . Greek Institute sponsors
Greek film festival . . . Master Calendar
established to coordinate campus events . . .
^Addition nearly doubles size of Heafey Law c
Library. '-
Father Brown lectures on'The Real Jesus"
While a lot of prospective students visited Santa
Clara this month, none were quite so advanced in





Students take alumni to lunch as Alumni
Association meets on campus . . . UCC rejects
semester plan . . . CalPIRG circulates petitions
to gain official recognition as a student funded
organization ... Six Chicano students arrested
in October for sit-in offense are sentenced to
three years summary probation . . . Chorus
performs Durufle's "Requiem" . . Hagan vetoes
spring quarter budget . . . Mathematics
Department receives $50,000. grant for summer
institute . . . Educational Programs Committee
reviews Music Major . . . Bannan Hall nears
completion . . .

Despite an excellent 20 - 7 overall
record, and a 1 1 - 3 WCAC mark, the
basketball Broncos ended the season on a
disappointing note, as they failed by one
game to catch league champion Univer-
sity of San Francisco and force a play-
-off. The two teams had battled all season
for the league lead, and split a pair of
in the last fewdonneybrook battles
weeks of the season.
(
Standouts for the Broncos included
center Mike Stewart, Fred Lavaroni, Wil-£
bert Miles, Alan Hale and Bruce Winkler.
And Coach Carroll Williams was named
5
NorCal Coach of the Year.

I
"That's the kind of team we are.
We look to Stewart, but we need
the balance to make him effective.
























































deinst resigns, and Senate
committee begins inves-




i museum send showing of
impressionistic paintings
to U.S. ... Rolls Royce
goes bankrupt ... Meat
prices cause week long
national boycott of meat
by consumers ... "Caba-
ret takes nine Oscars, in-
c 1 u d- i n g
Best Act-
ress Liza
Minelli and Best support-
ing Actor Joel Grey,
"The Godfather" named
p i c-







Littlefeather to refuse his
award ... Tom Bradley




Angeles .... New York
Knicks defeat Los Ange-
les Lakers to take
Nat- i o n al
B a s- k e t-
b a 1 1 Asso-





















i c a n astro-
nauts for 28




u ry art, dies ...
Israel cele- b rates
25th anniversary as a
nation




horse i n a
q u a r- ter of a
cent- ury ...
Bobby Riggs defeats Mar-
garet Court in show of
Male Chauvinist Pig stren-




nid Breshnev visits the United
States for a week, and addre-
sses the American people on
tele- vision
... Mo- v i e
deb- u t s
made by "Paper Moon,"
"Day of the Jackal,"
"Tom Sawyer," and
"The Long Goodbye,"
David Harris urges boycott of Safeway in
campus speech . . . Chemistry Department
establishes Joseph F. Deck award ... Ed
Hurlbutt named 73-74 The Santa Clara
editor
. . . Anonymous donor funds four
full theatre arts scholarships . . . Francis
Ford Coppola, "Godfather" director,
named to SC Board of Governors . . . Four
hundred prospective students visit campus
in college preview day . . . SCU-TV
commences Benson Center broadcasts . . .
C ° U*Sf r.
£R REGISTTUTK*
*
New registration procedures spread the ordeal ovei
a two day period, thus relieving much of the lon£
lines and congestion of previous years.
UCC calls for new associate dean tor
academic counseling . . . Milton Ortega
appointed Chicano student advisor . . .
Giacomini rehired as Dean of Students . . .
Living-learning dorms okayed for 73-74








. Financial Aids reduced for
. . . Accreditation team visits
.
.
Bill Everhart wins ASUSC
. . UCC rejects Master Plan
to combine Colleges of
and Sciences . . .
Four professors, Christian Lievestro, Daniel
Dugan, David Logothetti and Myra Milburn
granted tenure . . . Theatre Arts
Department presents "Subject to Fits" . . .
Freshman class hosts Duelin' Banjos
Hoedown . . . Five million dollar
endowment fund proposed for University . .
. SHOP (Students Helping Other People)
sponsors annual car raffle . . . Psych
Department hosts Undergraduate Research









TMTIOM FOR AMUSIC MA]OR
Winter was a terrible time to be urging
the creation of ambitious programs at Santa
Clara. The annual budget crisis was on, this
time with a vengeance: cuts for all University
expenses save salaries-and the faculty was to
have a salary "freeze". But educational ideas
cannot be turned on and off like a spigot
according to the amount of money available,
and winter was the time that the Music
Department began its "or else" campaign for
a major.
There was no way that the College of
Humanities could get more money from the
administration to set up a major program in
music. The only conceivable source of funds
for starting a music major (involving an
additional faculty member and gradual
expansion of facilities) lay inside the college
itself.
i:
TMTION FOR AMUSIC MAJOR
The Academic Community at
a Crisis Point
The other departments would have to
accept budget cuts for the sake of the Music
Department. This at a time when their own
need for money was growing. Yet the
department chairmen agreed unanimously to
accept cuts for the sake of setting up the
music major.
Their agreement can be seen as the
strangest act of the year, or as the most
typical. Strange because it contrasted with an
unusually negative academic climate: the
wholesale destruction of the Master Plan, the
air of increasing faculty discontent with
administrators. Typical because this year,
with the future of Santa Clara looking down,
the faculty has aggressively sought ways to
build up the University's stature and appeal
for potential students.
i
Survival is the issue at stake. Next
year will see the smallest enrollment Santa
Clara has had since 1967, and there's no
guarantee the number of students will rise
again - or stop falling so rapidly. Challenge,
it's said, stimulates response. Looming
destruction is the most stimulating challenge
of all, and this year the faculty accepted it.
The Master Plan appeared in some
teachers' minds as the great danger the
academic community faced this year. Nothing
else was able to provoke such a steady
accumulation of vitriol and
speaking-with-alarm within the faculty. The
Plan advocated, for example, something called
a division, which would allegedly just by
existing have the effect fo establishing
interdisciplinary education. It also provided
for a union of the Colleges of Humanities and
of Sciences into a single College of Arts and
Sciences on the grounds that this, again by
pure force of existence, would bridge the
notorious gap between scientists and
humanists. The quarter system was to be
replaced by two semesters, because semesters,
the Plan asserted, would broaden the range of
the courses offered. While a sophomore or
freshman could take 12 quarter courses, the
Master Plan would limit him to 8; juniors and
seniors would take 4 instead of 3 courses each
quarter, but this still would have amounted to
a reduction of classes taken.
The Master Plan, the teachers
contended, was a sham. "Divisions" would
turn effective departments into inefficient
amalgamations of several disciplines, all of
them getting in each other's way. Putting one
college in the place of two would give the
dean a college 3 to 4 times larger than any
other at Santa Clara; to expect one
administrator, however gifted, to unite the
sciences and liberal arts by pure force of
existence was a bit unrealistic. And giving
students a smaller range of classes to take and
to choose from - this was cheating them,
robbing them of something the University
could give: educational diversity.
It's a shame that the overwhelming
rejection of the Master Plan in the University
Community Council was so easily perceived as
a 'no' to the future. The faculty led
opposition to the concept that a dean could
accomplish something the classroom allegedly
could not; poured ridicule on the idea that
students could not have a broad education
without diluted disciplines, the weak and the
strong ones muddling along together. The
teachers fought the belief that somehow
education would be broadened if students
were exposed to fewer courses.
In place of the Master Plan teachers
this year have sought a climate favoring the
classroom over administrative devices. The
music major is part of this search. A major in
music will help the music students and the
rest of the University as well, both by
bringing students who might never have
considered Santa Clara and by giving the
school the benefit of a strong Music
Department. The major by itself isn't all the
faculty has been pushing for this year. The
Master Plan had a valid point in saying that
the walls between disciplines were in drastic '
need of breeching. The faculty has acted this
year on the belief that the way to break the
walls is not by simply saying they don't exist |
anymore and acting accordingly - but by using
their talents in certain fields to cut through
the walls.
I
In an election campaign that started off
like a wet firecracker and ended with a
bombshell, Junior Bill Everhart was elected
the 1973-74 ASUSC President. With part of
the campaign taking place over the Easter
holiday weekend there was little student
interest in the campaign. Then at the
convocation on the night before the
election, candidate Tom Quinlan withdrew
from the race and threw his support to
Everhart, turning a tight three way race into












Several hundred people, including Univer-
sity President Thomas Terry, turned out to opening of four new exhibits helped spark the
help Lydia Modi-Vitale celebrate her fifth celebration for the person who had turned the
anniversary as directrix of the DeSaisset Art DeSaisset from 'The Morgue" into one of the





The 1973 Baseball Broncos
started slow, but closed with a rush
as they won 19 of their last 22
games and finished with a 13 - 5
league record, a single game behind
WCAC champion Loyola. Their
overall 36-16 record was even
better than the previous year's
league chanpion Broncos.
Among the standouts for the
Broncos were pitchers Tim Ryan
and Walt Kaczmarek, and Gene





Six Santa Clara students hurt In SCCAP bus
accident . . . EPC finally approves Music
Major . . . Students open radio station
CAIN . . . State Assembly Speaker Bob
Moretti speaks on "The Future California
Environment"
. . . New slate of ASUSC
Officers: President, Bill Everhart, Vice
President Bill Mclnerny, Social Vice
President, Scott Bonfiglio, Treasurer, Jay
Berens, Corresponding Secretary, Tom
Bishop and Recording Secretary, Nancy
Tomjack are inaugurated by Senate . . .
Comedy team "Congress of Wonders"
performs in Pipestage
.
. . Annual Bronco -
Giant baseball game held
. . . Former
Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Herbert
speaks on the dangers of an uncontrolled
army
. . . Dick Gregory speaks on campus .
. . SCU hosts Rapid Transit Conference . . .
Crew hosts Western Sprints . . . Tennis team
finishes with 12 - 8 record . . . Proposed
ASUSC Constitution attempts to abolish
ASUSC Senate . . . 'The Boyfriend" opens
in Lifeboat Theatre starring Hope Hanafin,
With spring came the departure of students fo
the lake, the beach, and the mountains to enjoy sur
surf and sand.
Greg Kachel, Marya Maddox, Maziebelle
Rice, Pam Greenbach, Jeff Flosi, Mike
Milton, Steve Gerzivich, Michael Martin and
Ron Logarmasino . . . Mike Hindery named
chairman of SCCAP . . . Father Nick Weber
and his % ring Lichtenstein circus return foi
an encore performance . . .
Luckily selected by a mother-to-be to be foster
parents to a pair of cuddly kittens, the staff of The
Santa Clara soon found themselves feeding,
























The 1973 Bronco Oarsmen concluded a
very successful season - one that included sweeps
of Stanford, San Diego, and Oregon - by hosting
the 1973 Western Intercollegiate Rowing
Championship. The two day event was held on
the Bronco's Lexington Reservoir home course,
and drew nearly 1 ,000 oarsmen from 24 schools,
and an estimated 2 day crowd of some 12,000.
spectators.
Four Bronco boats made the finals of the
event (the heavyweight 4, the lightweight 8, the
freshman 8, and the heavyweight pair) and the
pairs team of Gus Albers and Jerry Machado








History Department majors battle their teachers
in another arena besides the classroom as Phi Alpha
Theta sponsored a student-faculty baseball game. The
older half of the academic generation gap showed
their pupils they still had a thing or two to learn as
they took an easy 10-1 victory. The second half of
the afternoon belonged to the students, however, as
they showed the faculty how a real Bronco drinks.




IKathryn Bishop (at left) gave her Senior Vocal
Recital in the DeSaisset in early May, while on
another evening of that lusty month, four young
troubadours - Paul Ehrsman, Steve Cippa, Mike Nott,
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LEO W. RUTH, JR.








R.H. WEHNER, Jr. (President)
390 MARTIN AVENUE' SANTA CLARA
TELEPHONE 244-6600
CONCRETE SAWING
SUBDIVISIONS: CURBS, GUTTERS, SIDEWALKS







BANK AMERICA CORPORATION SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA
BANK OF AMERICA MAIN BRANCH 1313 FRANKLIN STREET
BANK OF AMERICA EL CAMINO KIELY BRANCH 2670 EL CAMINO REAL











THE UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
EXTENDS ITS CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1973
AND CORDIALLY WELCOMES THEM INTO THE COMRADESHIP
OF THEIR FELLOW ALUMNI.






















































MISSION CITY LUMBER COMPANY
651 HARRISON STREET
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
TELEPHONE 296-0650 PAT RYAN'S LIQUORS2565 THE ALAMEDA
SANTA CLARA. CA.
OPEN DAILY 10 to 10









SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA (408) 292-2787
Since
1883 Na/vteTi Famous ForFine Flowers
SAN JOSE

























All our poultry dressed on the premises
Barsanti & Riparbelli—owners
plenty of free parking
retail and wholesale
Fryers— Roasters—Turkeys— Rabbits
specializing in large orders for picnics, banquets, etc
Our three locations to serve you are
RACE STREET FISH AND POULTRY MARKET
253 RACE ST.
294-4856
SUNNYVALE FISH AND POULTRY


















CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE BANK THAT DELIVERS
WELLS FARGO BANK
^»»>\ »-
OUR FOUR SANTA CLARA OFFICES
1111 WASHINGTON ST., SANTA CLARA
2792 HOMESTEAD RD., SANTA CLARA
2120 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA



















HEAP BIG SLEEP SANTA CLARA MOTELODGE
I655 EL CAMINO REAL SANTA CLARA
72 ULTRA MODERN UNITS













Mr. and Mrs. Ben Albrecht
Mr. and Mrs. James R Amadeo
James A. Auffenberg
LTC and Mrs. John Barker
Alvin C. Barman
William H. Bazinett
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Billion
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Biniek
Mr. and Mrs. G. William Bjorquist
Mr. and Mrs. Dean H. Brosche
P. M. Budrow
Mr. and Mrs. Antone S. Bulich, Sr.
George B. and Grace M. Brynes
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Cappelloni
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Carlisle
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Catala
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony S. Cefalu
Mr. and Mrs. George Charlesworth
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Christensen
Henry J. Cipolla
The Vincent Cleeves Family
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Conley
Bob and Shirley Conlon
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Conrado
Lorin and Ruth Dabney
Frank A. Danna
Mr. and Mrs. Louis H. Delfino
F. Donald Delaney
Frank Deluca
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. DeNatale
Norgio J. DiMarzio
Vilma Dimicelli
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Dobbs
Mr. and Mrs. Livio Durando
Diana K. Escobar
Robert M. Falasco
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fitzpatrick
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Flanagan
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Fleming Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Foley
Jaime Ford B and Family
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Fox
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Galligan
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Ganteaume
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Garay
James A. Giovacchini, M.D.
J. Glang
Edmund Grondine
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hale
Russell D. Hardison
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Hemphill
Mr. Robert P. Hess
D. D. Holaday,M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund C. Hurlbutt
Bruno Imazio
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin R. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin G. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Little
David C. M. Liu
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Loftus
Mr. and Mrs. Melviell J. London
John J. McCarthy
The McCauley Family
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. McConville
Mr. and Mrs. Owen R. McElligott
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh J. McKenna
The John McKinley Family
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Meersman
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony H. Jansen
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Kane, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Kelly
Ernest J. Kretz
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kunimoto
Norman K. Kushiyama
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond G. Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Lee
Mrs. Charles Lemann
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Leone
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Metzger
Werner And Betty Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Mitsch
John A. Moretta Sr.
Brougham J. Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Wardon H. Moul
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Nahser




Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Pereira
Mr. and Mrs. Emilio Peverini
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Pisoni
Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Piziali
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Power
Eugene L. Rendler
Mr. and Mrs. Milton S. Rianda
Erwin and Amalia Rice
Alec and Geneva Runciman
Mr. and Mrs. Naoharu Satake
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas L. Schleifer
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Scudder
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Shortall
Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Sidenblad
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Silva
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Smiderle







BEING AND HOW IS
THE RETURN TO UNION










SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
ALIKE HAVE BEEN BASICALLY
CONCERNED WITH THE RESOLUTION
OF BUT ONE SINGLE PROBLEM:
THAT OF THE RELATIONSHIP









DOES ONE EXIST AT SANTA CLARA?
z
by Tom
he explosion roared outward infinitely,
through the darkness of aeons. From a moving center,
call it God or 'big bang', it matters not, matter
spread over the absolute emptiness, and filled it to
the farthest reaches of the far. Across expanses
of space and time so vast that they have no meaning
for us, matter extended, complexified, tried on
the varying forms that universal caprice could require
and the milleneal darkness would permit, never sat-
isfied, never still, ever moving onwards.
There is no need to detail the evolutionary process
whence that matter approached life, nor ponder the
Lucas
miraculous happenstance by which, one day in the
warmth of the primordial sea, life began. There is
nothing whatsoever peculiar about such a continuum;
the explosion continued outwards, and life itself
was but a natural expression of matter's extension.
Then, one day, an action as insignificant as the
explosion was great changed everything. Creation
dawned for a second time, as a mighty energy tested
itself for the first time. That dawning was not
the flaring brightness of a thousand new suns,
but the glimmer in a weak being's eye when he
realized that he had thought a thought.
'The mana is no longer
in the bush, and
there is no need for deus ex machina endings. The machine is God/ 1
X hose believers-a small handful-
have grown in number from their primitive
beginnings. They began as intense, active
underground communities of what we would
consider today as fanatical believers, so
zealous that they were willing to risk all to
keep the fire of creation alive and to struggle
to spread it to others. Their heirs, alas, are
not so committed to the struggle.
Their children, the children of 20 centuries
of struggle are bewildered, stumbling, without
bearing in a universe which seems to have lost
its soul. Consciousness has progressed, without
doubt, but voids have opened which seem unsound
able. Our sciences have given us the powers
which, in the past, were reserved to God alone:
with the press of a few buttons, Armeggedon now,
no waiting for angels with trumpets. Biological
engineers assert that within a few years human
genetics will be within our absolute control,
and behaviorists foretell the absolute control
of the helpless masses by scientific 'engineers.'
The earth, our dwelling place, has been violated,
and the heavens, God's old, vacant home has been
invaded. Religion, philosophy, and humanistic
studies have been curtailed since Time Magazine's
1966 disclosure that God is dead and has been
laid to rest on earth. The manna is no longer
in the bush, and there is no need for deus ex
machina endings anymore: the machine is God
and rules the technocratic earth with ruthless
sway.
Somewhere in the last two thousand years,
the majority of men have traded the important
powers- how to think reflectively, love, care
for, share with others- for horrible powers
which are used to control and intimidate others,
powers which are so immense and inhuman that







^nd yet, there are a few men who maintain that
we continue to move forward, being attracted by
consciousness, drawn by the light of reflection.
Teilhard de Chardin, French scientist and philos-
opher whose theory of the evolution of consciousness
is expounded in the first part of this essay,
hopefully:
Athens, Memphis, and Susa can
crumble. An ever more organized
consciousness of the universe
is passed from hand to hand,
and grows steadily brighter.
The poet Hopkins, in language more graceful:
For all that, nature is never spent
There is the dearest freshness deep
down things...
'Men of every generation
have established
institutions to preserve,
feed, and transmit the
fire of human creation.
One such institution
is the university.'
fye twentieth century men of science
must surely ask where such freshness is found,
and in whom the brightness of evolving
consciousness now shines. We easily
forget that some men in every generation have actively
sought to spread the creative fire, in times as dif-
ficult for them as ours is for us now. Conscious of
the difficulty of preserving that flame in times of
storm and great wind, they established institutions
whose goal is to preserve, feed, and transmit the
fire of human creation from one generation to
another. One such institution is the university.
Athens, Alexandria, Aachen, Wittenberg,
Oxford, a bundle of flames in the circling dark.
In our own day, there are no such prestigeous
bright centers; again as many times in the past—
the fire has gone underground, there to be tended
and made to grow. The fire still burns covertly
in many universities tended by a few silent
guardians.
The American University, and particularly the
Christian or Catholic University, is, at least
outwardly, as nearly dark as any of our society's
institutions. Indeed, secularism is the pride
of most Catholic universities in America. There
are no standards, no rights or wrongs, no God,
no humanistic values. The University functions
to prepare men and women for life in the 'real'
world, and too many of us who pass through it
never think an original thought, never perform
a creative act except copulation, never allow
the fire to burn inside us. And never regret
what we have missed.
-/Veither student nor faculty is entirely to
blame, although neither is blameless. Many





victories, and defeats. 9
guidance, or energy, believe that cynical
anti-intellectualism is the only approach to
higher education. They never approach the
implosive act; on the contrary, many do not
believe that such an experience is possible,
or consider that it is one more hoax perpetrated
by dissembling pedants. For some teachers
whose youthful fire has been extinguished
by unyielding systems or insensitive students,
there remain only regrets and bitterness. A
cycle is established from teacher to student
who will one day teach to future students
which repeats itself with dulling regularity;
the university once a clearing burned in the
underbrush by the fire of reflection, is in
danger of being reclaimed by the jungle
The questions with which this book will deal
are these: Is there a true community alive at
the University of Santa Clara, and is so, is it
explicitly Christian in nature? Is the univer-
sity a collocation of random individuals whose
lives and minds interact governed by the same
law- or chaos- which has ruled extending
matter since the beginning of time, or is it
an integral community composed of intelligent
creative people capable of converse, reflection,
and transcendence?
On first glance, the answer is sadly negative.
Given the bill or particulars hithertofore
annunciated, one must regard this university,
as all other universities and institutions, with
some suspicion. Far too often, all the glowing
words of founding Fathers, Trustees' statements,
and commencement addresses for the past one
hundred and twenty two years have remained
just that -- glowing words. The University has
sometimes succeeded in fulfilling those goals,
but it has also on occasion let those goals
be obscured by less important concerns.
"Community" means being one together, shar-
ing common dreams, thoughts, victories, and
defeats. Moreover, in a community there is a
unanimity of purpose, a vision of a common goal,
which can be attained through many avenues of
individual pursuit. At the university level
Santa Clara sometimes lacks a sense of the
common purpose which enables a diverse group of
human beings to become one, and to move together





Santa Clara can become a real community,
a real union of individual persons.
And the implosion will continue
and the fire will grow.\
For all that, nature is never spent.
There is the deepest freshness
deep down things.
§anta Clara survives because there are some
people here who discern that freshness, who make
it, in the true sense, a university- a little
universe of people working to understand the
wonders and puzzles within and around them.
This fraction of the total population of Santa
Clara is, in the most radical sense of the word,
a community, and a profoundly Christian one.
They are people-- students, faculty, and staff-
dedicated to the implosion, and all that the leap
into consciousness means. While others occupy
space and time, they shape it; while others
fabricate, they create.
± hey are true subversives; they seek to
undermine the old lies told so long with fresh
truth (truth which may, in fact, be as old as
mankind) in order to force the complacent and
disinterested man to confront life with his
talents and energies and, by doing so, to make
himself and his world anew. They are fanatics,
yes, and dreamers and idiots and children. And
Santa Clara's brightest hope.
Although it does not meet regularly, conduct
specific rites, or have a Curia, this community
is explicitly Christian because its members
try to live what the God-Man lived, a life
filled with all-filling love. They move
quietly, learning to laugh at failures and
not to expect astounding changes. It is enough
to be present, to create what it is possible to
to create in the circumstances. Such is their
way of giving witness.
X hese people exert a constant, subtle pressure
on the rest of the University, a pressure which
assures that vital questions will continue to
be asked about man and his world. Through
example and word, they encourage internal growth,
the kind of growth which reflection alone can
engender.
If enough people learn from their example and
words, then Santa Clara can become a real commun-
ity, a real union of individual persons. And
the implosion will continue, and the fire will
grow.
\A/e must not lose sight of that
line crimsoned by the dawn. after
thousands of years rising below thi










D ance is more than mere entertainment.
The roots of dance extend back to primitive
religious rites where dance and body movement
were man's way of celebrating the gift of life
and of offering praise to the deities. The true
powers of dance were embedded in the
subconscious of primitive man; through dance,
the human soul. Though the ancient practice
of dance is at the root of all cultures, dance
through the years was set back into the
entertainment domain, and its mystical contact
with the power of life was partially lost and
distorted in a sea of costumes, footlights, and
applause.
Through the Liturgical Ballet Ensemble at
Santa Clara, Ballet Artist-in-Residence Diana
Morgan Welch is attempting to return to the
purity of dance which the early peoples
displayed in their rituals. Liturgical dance has
grown naturally at Santa Clara since Diana's
arrival on the campus nearly 10 years ago.
'The nuns were upset
because the altar





iturgical dance as created by Diana is
modern ballet choregraphed as part of the
iturgy of the Mass. Diana has continually
stressed that the dancers who partake in this
dance form are not to be seen as performers but
rather as participants in prayer. While the dance
technique is an important part of liturgical
ballet as it is for any display of dance, feeling
and inner emotion are placed on an especially
high level of significance. Since liturgical dance
is more than the mere execution of little steps
and dance patterns, it is necessary for each
member of the Ensemble to convey through
dance the innermost powers and essence of the
Spirit. The dancers of liturgical ballet must
capture an inner vitality as well as an outer
strength in their actions.
Liturgical ballet at Santa Clara did not begin
in the church, actually. It came as an outgrowth
of a series of dance works set to metaphysical
and religious themes which Diana created for
various campus presentations and performances.
The initial liturgical work was a choreographic
interpretation of Christ which was performed as
a sequence of a play at the Lifeboat theater in
1964. From the Christ sequence, Diana then
created a ballet for an original film entitled 'St.
Francis'.
B•y 1968, the Ensemble had grown in size
and skill and was presenting a range of dance
works touching upon many different themes.
Featured were displays of traditional ballets such
as Swan Lake as well as original works
choreographed by Diana. Among these original
works was a multi-media ballet set to Oliver
Messiean's "Three Little Liturgies". Diana
collaborated with her husband Phil for this work
which featured a showing of slides incorporated
with the dance. The dancers wore sheet-like
costumes, black on one side, white on the other
to create a square effect when the arms were
extended to the side. These were used as little
screens to show the slides which were
representations of God in nature, God in man,
and God in Himself. A pattern of color mosaics
giving a stained glass window effect bound the
work together.
he Ensemble presented the "Three Little
Liturgies" as well as a second ballet called
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desire," to the Sisters
of Mercy at their Burlingame convent. The
sisters were enchanted by the ballet, so
Diana gave 30 of the nuns a dance lesson on the
spot, and after that time IQ sisters regularly
traveled to Santa Clara for weekly dance
lessons from Diana.
For these nuns, Diana choreographed a
work entitled 'Hope'. The Sisters of Mercy danced
their ballet as a part of a Mass at their convent
,
and then came to Santa Clara and danced in the
mission with the Santa Clara Ensemble.
However, the nuns were upset because the
altar of the mission was stripped and the Blessed
Sacrament removed from the church while they
danced. This made them feel as though they





'Jf u?as interesting that Jesuits should be the first participants in
a liturgical ballet Mass...As early as the 17th century the Jesuits
were using dance to stage abstractions of philosophical problems.
'
It was at this time that Diana decided
to try working with the Mass, using the church
as a place of worship rather than a hall: dance
would be used to heighten the meaning of
worship. Historically, dance had a rightful place
in the Church liturgy dating back to the earliest
Masses where worshipers danced onto the altar.
The first Mass to incorporate liturgical
dance at Santa Clara was held during the
summer of 1971 as part of the Jesuit Arts
Institute. Entitled simply Mass, the work was
danced by Diana and two participants in the
Jesuit Institute, John Craig and Bob VerEeche,
who returned to Santa Clara the following
winter to further study liturgical dance with
Diana. Bob commented that dancing the Mass
was one of the most profound religious
experiences of his life.
A t was interesting that Jesuits should be the
first participants in a liturgical ballet Mass at
Santa Clara as dance is closely allied with the
history of the Jesuit order. As early as the
seventeenth century, Jesuits were using dance as
a way to stage abstractions of philosophical
problems, and it was on the Jesuit stage that the
basic character and staging of large ballets was
developed, a style that remains with ballet even
today.
An 1970, Diana's brother Jack Morgan was
killed in an automobile accident, and at that
time Diana declared that she would move her
work out of the theater and into the church
permanently. She also began creation of a
memoriam to her brother, the resulting work
being 'Symphony of Psalms,' a ballet
choreographed to music by Igor Stravinsky and
inspired by her readings of Thomas Merton's
'Bread in the Wilderness,' and the Bible.
in the Fall of 1972, the Ensemble received
a $10,000 grant from the Ann Gamble Foundation
of Chicago. The purpose of the grant was to allow
'Symphony of Psalms' to reach a greater
number of people and to help facilitate new
works of liturgical ballet.
Among the other works created by Diana
and the Ensemble have been "Forgotten Offerings,"
a ballet choreographed for Bob VerEeche while
he was studying atSanta Clara; a ballet
for the wedding of Ensemble member Marlene
Chiariamonte Dwyer; and a new ballet mass
entitled "And I Await the Resurrection
of the Dead."




Symphony of Psalms" is the best known
work of the Ensemble. The Ballet was
originally performed with a group of nine
dancers, but in the past year, the group has
grown in number to thirteen. During this
academic year, more than 7,700 people
throughout the Bay Area have celebrated
"Symphony of Psalms" with the Ensemble.
In late January, the group received an
invitation to dance the work at St.
Mary's Cathedral in San Francisco. The
majestic white cathedral lent the
ideal aesthetic setting for Diana's
choreography.
The Ensemble later received a request to
present the ballet to a convention of the
National Campus Ministry of Newman Clubs
having their annual meeting at the Vallambrosa
retreat house in Menlo Park. The tiny,
carpeted chapel was a far cry from the
huge marble altar of St. Mary's, or the
smaller tile altar of the Santa Clara mission,
but the dancers had learned adaptability,
and with just one walk-through, the Ensemble
danced a Mass which brought performance
invitations from the Newman centers of UC
Berkeley and Cal State University at Hayward,
as well as from the Oakland Cathedral.
he Hayward performance was the final
time the group performed "Symphony of Psalms"
and the scene was a bit nostalgic. "Dancing
really makes you close to the other people
in the group," said Ensemble member Mary Lou
Jauch. Ann Sheehan, another member, added,
"You apply everything in dance -- your mind,
your body, your relationship with the people
around you. You get so completely together
that you can non-verbally communicate with
one another."
But Michele Wciler said it best, perhaps, when
she added that "we can only work best by
working together."
You get so completely
together you can non-
verbally communicate
with one another.
We only work best
by working together.
Creation somehow fills a void, it finds
A PLAOE FOR ITSELF; AND INCESSANTLY THE
WORLD EMERGES MORE AND MORE FROM
NOTHINGNESS.
TO CREATE MEANS TO UNITE.
A TWICE A WEEK
JOB THAT
CAN BECOME
A WAY OF LIFE
by Bob Ortalda
wh'hen you talk to people who work
for other college newspapers and you tell
them you work for free and the hours you




he editor plodded wearily up
up the stairs of Benson Center, hauling
his bicycle on his shoulder. He wheeled
his bike aimlessly down the hall untill
he came to the last door -- 213.
As he fumbled for his key he surveyed
the collection of urgent hand-scrawled
messages tacked to the door. Next to the
door was a menagerie of scotch-taped
photographs taped to a window. The light
was on inside the office.
Wheeling his bycle into the office,
he noticed that someone was working there
that night. An assigning editor, who had
e'xcavated a niche for himself in the
shameless and chronic dissarray of
paper-laden desks, was cajoloing a reporter
to write a story. This on Tuesday night,
when writing a stroy was the farthest
thing from the reporter's mind.
The editor wondered, as he had before,
what motivated an assigning editor to
spend his Tuesday nights calling unwilling
reporters who weren't home anyway, and
asking them to write stories they didn't
want to think about right at true moment.
And that same assigning editor would spend
a few more hours on Wednesday doing the
same thing, then spend all of Thursday
and the first few hours of Friday morning
putting together "The Santa Clara."
When I began working on The Santa Clara
my freshman year, I looked upon the newspaper
as an excuse to write interesting stories about
people and things on campus that interested me.
I figured that it would be a one or two hour per
week job. What I didn't realize at the time was
that working for the Santa Clara becomes a 24
hour a day job. It's a way of life.
Terry Truce
o
People often say Fm crazy to work
on the newspaper .30 to 40, hours a week
for no pay -- and I used to agree with them.
When you come down to it though, it is an
awful lot of fun in its own perverse sort of
way. I don't know what kind of people get
their jollies by staying up and working until




Wo,orking for 'The Santa Clara" isn't
totally consuming, thought the editor.
Staff members do find time to be active
in other organizations. Academics, though
they may often take a back seat to
putting out the paper, are rarely relegated
to the status of a mere peripheral
activity. Nonetheless, working for "The
Santa Clara" can truly be described as
"a way of life," and for those who
devote themselves to working for the paper,
what happens in their college careers
happens largely in the unkempt offices
of "The Santa Clara."
It was Thursday evening, the editor
swallowed a mouthful of a Bronco Corral
cheeseburger and waved a french-fry salty
finger over a contact sheet of pictures for
a full double page spread on the
Renaissance Faire. A haggard city
editor drew and re-drew boxes on a large
layout sheet, boxes that tomorrow would
be pictures, and a photography editor
hovered over his shoulder making recom-
mendations. The city editor left to
find out how long the reporter's copy
would be, and the editor sat back and
wondered about the afternoon's decision
to go six pages.
"Going six" was always an exciting,
uplifting experience for the staff. It
meant that the night would be longer, that
there would be more copy to read, typeset,
and pasteup, more pictures to choose and
print, and more layouts to draw up. But
something about the challenge of producing
50% more newspaper bouyed the staff,
brought them together to conquer this
self-imposed crisis. It was even more
exciting when, halfway through the
night, it was decided to add two more
pages and go to eight.
'For those who devote themselves
,
what happens in their college careers
happens largely in the unkempt offices





a reporter stare blankly
at the typewriter
in front of her.
1 here's a lot of ego trip to it. That's
sort of germaine to the whole writing
business; I don't know anyone who doesn't
get a thrill out of writing a story and
getting his name on it.
Jim Craven
The editor watched a reporter stare
blankly at the typewriter in front
of her -- green keys staring blankly
back at her. It was eight o'clock
Thursday night. She'd just returned
from a big union organization meeting.
Every minute she spent writing her story
meant another minute the paste-up crew
-now leisurely drinking coke and
munching cookies -- would be working into
Friday morning.
2 he page before her was blank. The
meeting was a jumble of memories and
barely legible notes. The story was
quotes and impressions, rumors and fact,
a jumble of meaningless words and
wordless ideas. There was no beginning,
there is no end.
Painfully, doggedly, she began to sift
through the emaningless rubble of notes.
And even though half of her mind could
only think of the mercilessly vanishing
time, slowly the words, then sentences
began to come to her. Painfully the
story was born of the blank green keys.
T he editor knew that the reporter
would probably just make her 10 o'clock
class, and that the paste-up people
and editors who carried her story to
newsprint would probalbly not make
their 10 o'clock classes.
But the editor also knew that after
that class, a hundred identical little
newpapers would be neatly tucked in an
old newspaper stand outside the building.
And the reporter would look and see her
story on the front page, looking neat and
perfect, not at all like the blue-penciled,
cut and pasted story she'd turned out
12 hours before. Then it would appear
as the truth, integrated and whole,
sorted out and explicated. And at the
very top of the story would be her name,
bold and black in capital letters.
It was her story, her truth, her words
that hundreds of people would read.






he editor creaked the springs in
the old wooden chair as he sat back and put his
feet up on his desk. What rewards, he wondered,
tempt newspaper people to allot so great a chunk
of their college careers working for an organi-
zation with few paid employees, no academic
credit, and little outside prestige? Parties?
Trips? Camaraderie? A sense of belonging?
It just happens to be a really fun group of
people. And you are creating something together
and that's the best atmosphere in the world to be
in. That's got to be what keeps everybody
coming back. It king of sparks your social life




his, perhaps, is what holds the staff
of The Santa Clara together, he thought. Here,
like nowhere else at Santa Clara, staffers
can make a large committment of time, talent,
and effort, secure in the belief that they are
working for their own community of friends and
fellow workers.
Our paper is not only an organization
within the student body, but it is a community
in itself. It is this phemomenon which keeps the
stamina of the staff sky high. There were several
times when I thought the work was too much
and I felt like leaving. But part of my soul is






'We try to give the kids
a sense of their own self value'
i
very summer for the past six years, some 20
Santa Clara students spend six weeks working with
50 eighth graders from Lee Mathison School in East
San Jose. They work and play in the classroom, the
science lab, the theatre, the newspaper office,
the darkroom and a variety of other places, so that
those 50 eighth graders might be encouraged to
pursue a college education.
"Most students of Project 50 caliber drop out or
give up in high school", says Project 50 founder
Father CM. Buckley, "either because they are not
confident of their talent or because they are not
convinced of the value of a college education for
themselves or their community." And as Project
50 counselor Edna Casares put it, "the most
important thing we try to do is to give the kids
a sense of their own value, of their own self worth."
This year, headed by Alan Deck, S.J., some 18
counselors, including Santa Clara students Marian
Donovan, Gary Miller, Chris Rossi, Sal Murietta,
Edna Casares, Rita Cortez, and Stan Fujishin
worked on the Project.
During the school year, the work continues with
weekly tutoring sessions that require the constant
attention of the counselors. The counselors, however,
don't look on the time as a sacrifice. "We really
get to know the kids in the Project", says counselor
Gary Miller, "and we really get to like them. It's
funny, but even some kid who's given me trouble all
summer, will come up at the end of the session and
tell me how grateful he is, and it just about knocks
me over. You really do get kind of close with some
of the kids over a six week period."
Beyond the personal enjoyment involved, there is
another important aspect of the counselors work:
the conviction that Santa Clara cannot remain
isolated from the larger San Jose - Santa Clara community
around it. Chris Rossi, a counselor for four years,
summed up the feelings of many counselors when she
said that " if you just sit here on this nice,
landscaped campus, isolated from the reality of
poverty around you, then I think you've wasted
your college days. Sure we're here to learn, but
we'll always be able to have some excuse for not
helping others, and college is the best time to
learn that no excuse is really an excuse at all."
3
We really get to know
the kids in the project
over a six week period,







Tb GROW AND FULFILL ONESELF







'Did you hear that, Harold?






iWany parents send their daughters to Santa Clara
to obtain a "well rounded" education. But perhaps
they do not really expect to see the fulfillment of
this idea, and are therefore surprised to find how
well reounded a university education can actually be.
Such may be the case when a freshman coed visits
or writes home after first exposure to the "big
University" with the enthusiastic news - guess what,
I made the team!
"Oh really? What team dear? Tennis, volleyball?"
"No, Mom, the football team. I'm a defensive
linebacker!"
"Did you hear that, Harold? Your daughter's
a football player!"
"But Mom and Dad, I like it, and everybody plays!

Teams give themselves




.Everybody plays? Not quite everyone-but since
there are no required qualifications for eligibility,
a substantial number of Santa Clara girls are broad-
ening their college experience through participation
in powderpuff football, making it one of the most popular
intramural sports at Santa Clara. Sponsored by the
Womens Recreation Association, the powderpuff season
enables women students, both with and without exper-
tise, to capture briefly the sports spotlight in
an environment which is dominated by male competitive
sports. But even the guys can get involved in
powderpuff, acting as coaches, referees, or most
importantly, rooters.
Part of the fun in powderpuff comes in organ-
izing a team. There are no tryouts-everyone plays.
After collecting enough girls to play, buying them-
selves matching t-shirts, and giving themselves names
which often sound more like sleezy burlesque acts
than football teams -- Golden Hookers, Crackerback Jox,
and Foxey Ladies -- the teams are ready for action.
Team positions are assigned as arbitrarily as team
membership, and are subject to redistribution by
the coach who is responsible for the mangled limbs







Players can be distinguished from their less
athletic sisters by the colorful array of bruises
decorating their bodies.
/jowever, injuries are to be expected
,
and
during football season, the powderpuff players can
be readily distinguished from their less athletic
sisters by the colorful array of bruises decorating
their bodies. As indicated by the inevitable minor
injuries and major bruises, powderpuff is not as
delicate a game as its name indicates.
While the game is not played for blood (or is it?)
team loyalties run high, and the rules are
often lost in a furious tangle of female limbs.
An elbow stratigically used in the right manner
may escape the referee's leniant eye, but will
undoubtedly be avenged in an equally subtle but
effective way. Seldom however do the jibes become
anything more than subtle, and the game is usually
just rowdy rather than malicious. This frenzy is
what the fans come to see. Like the crowds as a
roller derby, they fill the side lines cheering
on their favorites, anticipating those few and far
between touchdowns.
The competition in powderpuff is organized
into leagues, each consisting of several teams.
With a coveted place in the championship game under
die lights in Buckshaw Stadium as their goal, many
of the teams practice daily to improve their skills and
plays. When game time comes around, however, rare
is the team whose players are not nervous enough
to wish fervently that they had practiced an hour
longer each day.
1 his year, the eleven teams battled through
a rain-soaked and rain delayed season that started
in early October and ended in late April. In the
championship game (cancelled by rain in November
and finally played in April), the Tucci Tackler's
defeated the Crackerback Jox 8-6, to gain the
1972 Powderpuff title.
The game itself, however is the culmination
of the powderpuff spirit. Powderpuff veteran and
rookie teams alike share in the determination to
do their very best, while still enjoying the game-
with the realization that, at the party after the
game, few of them will care, and some will not
remember, who won. When they strut onto the field
in their matching t-shirts, the teams are in their
glory, and after the first few dislocated limbs
and bruises, even some parents muster up the nerve
















While participating in a number of
extracurricular activities so large that it
would appear to have left no time at all
for academics, Denise Flaherty still
managed to graduate summa cum laude in
Psychology. A member of the swim team
for four years, Denise set one national
and three northern California records;
she also found time to be a SCCAP tutor
for four years, an RA, a member of
Gamma Pi Epsilon and Sodality, and to
work on her dorm council for two years.
"I'm very glad I came here, I had an
excellent four years, and learned a lot.
But the most important thing I remember
about Santa Clara is the people. Although
SC is a small community, I have met a lot
of different types of people and I've
experienced a depth of friendship that
I don[t think is possible in a lot of
other places.
"In fact, my friends from other schools
have noticed the same thing about Santa Clara
that I've found here: although the smallness
is sometimes frustrating, there is a special
closeness here. People want to share
"Of course there are things that Santa
Clara could do better. We need more
individual research and practicums;
administrators need to treat students more
like adults; the dorms should be more in
the control of the people who live there;
and we all have to become more involved
outside of school.
"But as long as Santa Clara continues
to be a place where people are the most





Secretary and President of her Dorm
Council in her first two years at Santa Clara,
Ester Quilici also found time to be an officer
in the Women's Recreation Association and
Sodality. She spent much of her time in
WRA expanding the program to include
activities like ballroom dancing,
acquathemics, and bellydancing.
"The most valuable thing I learned at
Santa Clara is that there sure are a lot of nice
people in this world. I've found some extra-
ordinarily fine people here.
"Of course, there are some people
here who I found don't care, but I discovered
that if I care, there are people who will care
back. And with those people who do care, I've
found a real sense of community.
"There is one thing about this sense
of community here that I wish I could change,
and that is the idea that Santa Clara is isolated
from the world, that when we graduate we're
finally going out into the "real" world. This
place is the real world, we're already a part
of it, and that means we have to be useful and
helpful to others right now.
BILL BOSQUE
A recipient of honorable mention-for
the Nobili Medal, Bill Bosque was an
accounting major who had his knowledge
well tested in his work as ASUSC treasurer.
Faced with a $50,000 debt when he enterred
office, Bill paid off more than $14,000 on
the debt, and still managed to end the year
with a $13,000 surplus.
"When I came to Santa Clara, I was
looking for a place where people had a
little pride, where people identified with
the school, and where people helped each
other, both inside and outside of class.
"At first I was a little disappointed
in Santa Clara, but gradually I
discovered that there is something special.
It's not a place that overwhelms you
with everything it has to offer, but
I found that if you look there are
many more opportunities than you
can ever take advantage of. And
I also found that, although
there did not seem to be any great
overall unity of spirit at Santa Clara,
there are a lot of smaller communities
here and through them you can get to




One of the founders of the Women's
Center at Santa Clara, Mosey Kinsella was a
member of the University Community Coun-
cil and the ASUSC Senate. She plans to go
to Alaska to serve with the Jesuit volunteers.
"The most fascinating thing I did at
Santa Clara was working on the food line in
Benson. I've learned so much about people
just serving them and watching them go by.
"I've also learned a lot about myself
while I've been here. Through my work with
the Women's Center, I found that you can't
just go charging in and instantly everthing's
the way you think it should be. Sure, we
changed some attitudes, but I think the best
way to change other people's attitudes is to
just be yourself. If you like yourself and
accept yourself, then you free others to do
the same thing.
"I really don't know if Santa Clara
helped me find these things or if I would have
discovered it anyway. But I do know that the
University could be a lot better place if







Head of SCCAP's East San Jose Sports
Program when he was still a freshman, Phil
Warren took over as head of the entire
SCCAP organization as a Sophomore. He
was also actively involved in the formation
of the University Community Council.
Recipient of honorable mention for the
Nobili Medal, Phil plans to continue his
service to others by working in Guatemala as
a Peace Corps volunteer.
"Obviously, SCCAP was the most important
thing I was involved in while I was here at
Santa Clara. It was very satisfying in a way
to help others, but it was also very frustra-
ting. There just weren't the resources in
SCCAP to do everything that should be done.
And we never touched the political work that
has to be done, we only treated the symptoms.
"Santa Clara has grown, become more aware
while I've been here, but I don't see any real
fundamental changes. It's funny but it all
seems so cyclical like with the Dean of Students
- you go from Jerry McGrath to Scheufer, to Olivo
and Ferber, and back to Giacomini. Ideas that
were new four years ago seem old now, and some
old ideas are coming back as new ones.
"At Santa Clara, I've found that people
relate to each other in concentric circles,
groups of friends that are closer, then others
that are farther away. But I don't know if the
whole thing together has any real unity."
I1
BOB ORTALDA
Bob Ortalda served as
editor of The Santa Clara for the
1972-73 school year, where he
happily confesses
, he "spent most of"
his life for his last two years at Santa
Clara.
When I first came to Santa Clara, I wasn't
really sure that I liked it. I thought schools
like Stanford or Cal would have been much better
But gradually I found that Santa Clara was the
kind of place that I wanted - both in terms of
the education available and the people here.
You see, I wanted to become an accountant,
but l also wanted a well-rounded education, and
you just can't go through Santa Clara and end
up a narrow technician. And a big reason why
you can't become so narrow is the people here.
Even though a lot of the students here are
from similar backgrounds, there is something
about this place that makes you want to learn
about life, and not just earning a living.
Santa Clara is changing, too; it's
getting better in what it does academically,
and growing larger in the variety of people
who can be comfortable here. But in a lot
of ways, it's like almost anyplace else -
the more you put into it, the more you
become part of Santa Clara and the more you






Extremely active in El Frente affairs
while at Santa Clara, Phil Austin was deeply
involved in the public demonstrations and
private arguments over the firing of several
administrators and the hiring of their
replacements last fall.
"I think the most obvious thing I've
learned at Santa Clara is that you only grow
through conflict. In the classroom, if you
don't fight with a concept, grapple with it,
question it, then you can't learn.
"It's the same way with Santa Clara as
a whole. Santa Clara has a lot of growing
pains, it's been isolated too long, and it's
just starting to face the world as it has
become. And Santa Clara must grow to
reflect the changes in society , or it will die.
"Little by little the students - especially
Chicano students - have brought this issue of
change to bear on the Administration. And of
course the Administration wants to keep the
school running, and the Regents want one thing,
and athletics want another and it's only by
the conflict of these priorities that Santa
Clara can grow.
"I really can't tell if the student body
as a whole is changing, but I do know that













An honrs Spanish major, Carol Brown
graduated magna cum laude and received
honorable mention for the Saint Claire
Medal. After having spent her junior year
teaching at Bellermine Prep and her senior
year working in a public high school, Carol
decided to enter the education field after
graduation.
"Santa Clara is at the peak of a period
of change. Students are coming here with
a more mature realization of what college can|
and cannot be. And becuase they are, it's
not as easy to pick out similarities that
hold everyone here together.
"But I think that potentially this new
group of students can form a much more
united community, because the community
they form is one of choice rather than need.
Instead of looking to superficial similarities
to hold them together, students are looking
to causes at a much deeper level, and because
of this change, everyone involved grows
more deeply.
'The most valuable thing I learned here
was how to accept disappointment as a tool
toward success. Few of us have any real
disappointments before we get here, but
then as we open ourselves to greater












Active in student politics for
four years at Santa Clara, Rick Hagan
was a member of his dorm council,
was an ASUSC Senator for two years
and served as 1972-73 ASUSC Presi-
dent. He was also active in Theatre
Arts productions and in intramural
sports.
"The best thing about Santa Clara is the
people, and I'm sure the most important thing I
learned here was to be compatible with more kinds of
people.
In the classrooms, and the dorms and other places
there is just a greater interaction of people here.
My friends from other colleges who have visited
have noticed it. And I think that the sense of
community here is very strong. It's most noticeable
in small groups, of course, but I've seen it with
very large groups of people, too.
In fact, the relationships between people
is what has changed most about Santa Clara while
I've been here. When I was a freshman, we had the
last successful panty raid. Now.we have co-ed
dorms, and women are fully accepted as part of the
Santa Clara life. And because of this change, the
whole atmosphere is better - better for going to
school, and better for getting to know other people.
But there is one thing about Santa Clara that
bothers me, and that is how hard it is to motivate
students to get involved. Every year, thousands
of dollars are wasted by the ASUSC, and even though
we really worked hard this year, and came up with
a big surplus, there are still a lot of dollars wasted.
And whenever the Administration wants student inpu
it always has to turn to the same students, because
most other people just don't seem to care.








A classic example of the always -
willing volunteer who perpetually
does all the hard work while receiving
none of the attention, Maureen Gil-
bert served as President of the campus
chapters of both Phi Alpha Theta,
International History Honor Society,
and Gamma Phi Epsilon, National
Jesuit Honor Sorority. She also tu-
tored in Alviso with SCCAP and was a
counselor for Project 50.
"I'm not sure if Santa Clara changed
while I was here, but I do know that my class
changed. At the end of this year, everybody
seemed so happy and relaxed, almost as if
the compulsion of the 1 960's to be
"actively involved" had finally passed
And that happiness is what I think I'll
remember most about Santa Clara. I
could walk across campus and say hi
to people I hardly knew and they'd
smile, and say hi; or at Sunday night Mass
even if I didn't know everybody around me,
I still felt a closeness.
There is a very strong sense of
community here. You can't get lost in the
crowd like you can at big schools. People
come here to open up; I learned that if
you give to others they will share them-
selves with you.
"Santa Clara is a special place
because you can get to know people -
students, faculty, and staff - both in
an academic situation and in a lot of other
ways. For me, it was invaluable, and I 'm
sure it's what makes Santa Clara unique."








"ORCED TOGETHER BY THE GROWTH OF A
COMMON POWER AND THE SENSE
OF A COMMON TRAVAIL, THE MEN
OF THE FUTURE WILL IN SOME SORT
FORM A SINGLE CONCIOUSNESS
And because they will have measured the power of
their associated minds, the immensity of the universe,
and the narrowness of their prison, this
consciousness will be truly adult
truly major.
' lay we not then suppose that when this time comes
mankind will
- for the first time - be confronted
with the necessity for a truly and
wholly human act,
a final exercise of choice
the Yes or No in face of God.
i
JV
And no doubt it is then, that, like a vast tide
the Being will have dominated
the trembling of" all beings.
The extraordinary adventure of the world
will have# ended in the bosom of a tranquil ocean
of which, however^
each drop will still be concious of
being itself.
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